LOS Building 802 Team Room Feedback for Designers

- Meeting with Facilities team bi-weekly was beneficial to resolve issues quickly
- Needed more communication with respect to understanding effort needed to bring the 802 spaces up to code. That is, need to manage expectations.
- Management walking new area during construction was beneficial
- All needs from the team were met in the design, however several "wants" were deferred due to cost or other considerations.
- "Got rid of a ton of wasted space"
- Whiteboard walls are great! (Note: This is from team that just moved into the space, which is different than teams who have used whiteboard walls for years)
- Need to plan for A/V installation well in advance
- Need to plan for telephone installation well in advance (Same was true 2 yrs ago for T51/T50/T37)

CA Building C912 Recap Feedback for Designers:

- Wiring in partitions made it hard to reconfigure space due to difficulty in redoing wiring
- Had raised floor, but grid on which power and network was laid on restricted furniture placement.
- Important to have dimmable lights and lots of zones

T51/T50/T37 Survey Results for Designers

How would you rate your Agile/Collaborative Space

![Survey Results](chart.png)

What do you like best about your in T51/T50/T37 Agile/Collaborative space?

- Communication and Collaboration
  - Close Proximity to peers
  - Being able to quickly ask for help from my peers
Having most of the project team members in one place

- **Furniture**
  - I like the sit stand desks and the mats for standing
  - The adjustable desks
  - Good chairs
  - Easily adjustable standing desk

- **Noise Abatement**
  - I like that if I want to focus and cut down on the noise, I have noise cancelling headphones to use

- **Writable Walls**
  - I like that we get to write on the walls.
  - Walls as white boards and whiteboard on a rollable stand
  - Being able to write on the walls is great for impromptu conversations.

- **Layout and Design**
  - Kitchen area and Keurig machine
  - Bathrooms close.
  - The layout: Whiteboard walls and team clusters make collaboration easy
  - Multiple collaboration rooms off the main space
  - The distinct themed rooms.
  - The flexibility to arrange the room according to the needs of the occupants.
  - The openness and light.

**If you could change one thing about your Agile/Collaborative space, what would it be?**

- **Furniture Re-Arranging**
  - Make it easier to re-arrange desks

- **HVAC**
  - There were issues with the heating and cooling systems with the trailers that needed to be fixed: Balancing, bad placement of thermostat, bad wiring of moved thermostat
  - Still have poorly functioning thermostat (everyone is complaining) in T51.

- **Flooring**
  - The floor is way too flimsy. With 15 people sitting in one room, then 1-2 sewing-machine-leg-shakers rattle the entire room with gusto to noticeably move pc monitors
  - **Kitchen Improvements**
    - Vending machine for snacks.
    - Hot water for tea
    - Install an extractor for the fumes
    - Put in a normal refrigerator with a light.

- **More Space**
  - Bigger, fewer walls, more teams, a little more space per individual.

- **Noise**
  - Better noise insulation for conference room.

- **Inability to erase walls**
  - Drawings that have been on the walls a while do not erase well.
  - The spray for erasing does not help.
• What works is drawing over the marking with a marker and then erasing. How odd.
• It would be nice if the spray worked.

• Layout and Design Issues
  o More task lighting for each occupant.
  o More smaller rooms for collaboration or private discussions, or spaces for someone to go concentrate. Not enough sidebar rooms.
  o The sliding glass doors for the conference rooms are hard/heavy to open/close so I would propose normal doors.
  o One big space would be better than three small ones.
  o Conference rooms with differing levels of formality to meet the needs of different types of conversations. Ex: One with a conference table/chairs/TV, one with bean bag chairs. The teams can decide where to hold which meetings depending on the meeting scope and team culture.

• Phones
  o Need more land lines